Human Trafficking in Illicit Massage Business
Overview
Across the United States, traffickers use the legitimate massage therapy industry as a front
for human trafficking. Polaris (2018) estimates there are approximately 9,000 illicit massage
businesses (IMB’s) operating in the U.S.. Missouri is no exception.
The façade of a legitimate business allows traffickers to operate in plain sight, usually in strip
malls and small shops found in our major metropolitan cities as well as small towns around
the state. It’s important for the citizens of Missouri to be aware of illicit massage businesses
in their communities and also be educated about the reality of what is going on behind closed
doors and how women and men come to be exploited in these businesses.
How Victims Get Trapped in IMBs
- Victims, typically from Asian countries like China, South Korea, Thailand, and Japan, are
approached by recruiters who offer supposedly well-paying employment or schooling in the
United States, and offer to arrange travel, documentation, and housing. Most victims are
from backgrounds of poverty or abuse.
- Upon arrival, the situation typically changes, and the victim is told her debt is higher than
originally promised. The victim may then receive threats to herself or to family members,
be coerced, tricked or forced into providing sex for paying customers as a means by which
she can pay off her contrived debt.
- The traffickers often then use another control tactic, telling her that she is now a
“prostitute”; a label with deep implications for shame and stigma. Many women know that
if the knowledge of this were to be shared with her family, she could never return and that
no one will want her, creating even deeper feelings of helplessness.
- The victim has likely been told to fear law enforcement, and is moved frequently across the
country from one business to another keeping her disoriented and unable to form
connections with those who may be able to offer help. Additionally, most victims don't speak
english, don't know their rights, and have no idea on who to ask for help.
Common Misconceptions
Unfortunately, there are misconceptions around human trafficking and IMBs. For instance, just
because victim workers aren’t being held in chains or at gun point, doesn’t mean that force,
fraud and coercion isn’t present. Traffickers create conditions under which victims are so
deeply controlled, that they may appear as willing participants. When the reality of these
stories is understood, the popular “happy ending” jokes are revealed for what they are; a
symptom of apathy and ignorance.
What Are Indicators of IMBs?
Some indicators that may suggest a business is operating as an IMB are:
- Prices below market - which incentivizes the masseuse to earn tips
- Male only clientele

- Customers entering and exiting through rear or side entrances
- Business is open late at night
- Windows are blocked off so that you can’t see inside
- Doors are locked requiring customers to be “buzzed in”
- Website contains sexual innuendo or references to the appearance of the masseuse
- Online reviews describing sex acts
- The masseuse(s) appear to live on site
What Can You Do?
- Do not intervene yourself or attempt to take vigilante action
- If you see indicators that a business is illicit, you can report that information to your local
non-emergency police department phone number and the National Human Trafficking
Hotline at 1-888-373-7888
- Share your concerns with your city and state leaders
- Speak up. Help spread awareness and combat apathy. Next time someone shares a “happy
ending” joke in your presence, you can explain that there is no happy ending for the people
who work in these places.

